Superior performance, value and design

SunPower® patented carports are designed by a talented and experienced team of in-house architects and engineers working with your team to reduce energy costs, enhance the value of your real estate and strengthen your commitment to sustainability.

Adaptable solutions for any garage

SunPower’s garage top canopy installs efficiently on both new and existing parking garages, scaling to match your unique structure while maintaining the ideal southern exposure—regardless of garage orientation.

A track record of success

With more than 100 MW of carport installations nationwide, SunPower knows what it takes to meet milestones, keep your project on schedule and minimize any disruption to your organization.

sunpower.com
Additional Information

Standard features and specifications

• Vertical clearance: min. 7' 6" (229 cm)
• Carport width: Determined by parking structure
• Angles of inclination: 5 degrees (typical)
• Column-to-column spacing: Up to 65' (typical)
• Patented design¹

Optional features

• Snow guards
• Water management
• LED lighting
• EV charging stations
• SunPower® EnergyLink® System Monitoring

Warranties

• SunPower panels, Combined Power and Product Warranty 25 years
• Inverter² 10, 15 or 20 years
• SunPower carport structure 20 years
• EnergyLink® Monitoring Hardware 10 years

---

¹ Pat. www.sunpower.com/patents
² Manufacturer pass-through warranty
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